Chapter V

Conclussion and Suggestion

Conclussion

Based on the research, the conclusion of my research is there are three factors that effect the low of students’ interest to English and literature subjet, the first one is the teacher factor that the basic is not from literature and English language, the second factor is the use of method that refers to teacher centered to student involvement in the learning process and the lack of availability of low media support. The third factor is rare of teaching literary subjects that students' knowledge and interest in the literature is very low.

And also I concluded that the applied of learning model on teaching English literature by using tale are gives the positive effect because the tales could improve of students’ language, and the used of Indonesian and Foreign tales that bring the students’ learning about Indonesian and foreign culture, and this research could give contribute to students as personal that could related their thinking or their life experience with the story in tale and also to give them moral value.

Suggestion

Based on the studies case, I as the researcher advises:

1. Should be the school's English teachers must come from the Department of English.

2. Teachers should create instructional strategies that can attract students to learn.
3. The school must provide language learning media such as LAB, LCD and other media to support of teaching learning process.

4. Give more space and time for students in term of literary subject to develop their imagination and creativity.

5. Teachers must provide the separate space for literature class and do not make literature class as insertion of language learning course.